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Fairy Edith
by Amanda Castor of Material Girl Quilts

AVAILABLE MAY 2019

SILVER SPARKLE!
SC8370 Navy Fairy Edith Main (Gray is Silver Sparkle)

SC8371 Cream Fairy Edith Dust (Gray is Silver Sparkle)

SC8373 Coral Fairy Edith Pixie Wreaths

SC8375 Cream Fairy Edith String Lights

SC8374 Cream Fairy Edith Bouquet

SC8376 Green Fairy Edith Lattice

SC8377 Green Fairy Edith Dots

C8372 Gray Fairy Edith Wildflowers

C8376 Green Fairy Edith Lattice

C8377 Green Fairy Edith Dots

C120 Riley Gray Solid

C120 Salmon Solid

C120 Cloud Solid
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Material Girl Quilts
SC8370 Green Fairy Edith Main (Gray is SilverSparkle)

SC8371 Blue Fairy Edith Dust (Gray is SilverSparkle)

C8372 Blue Fairy Edith Wildflowers

C8373 Blue Fairy Edith Pixie Wreaths

C8374 Blue Fairy Edith Bouquet

SC8375 Blue Fairy Edith String Lights (Gray is SilverSparkle)

C8376 Aqua Fairy Edith Lattice

C8377 Cream Fairy Edith Dots

C120 Scuba Solid

C670 Scuba Swiss Dot

C670 Coral Swiss Dot

C120 Sweet Pea Solid
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ALL PRINTS AVAILABLE IN 100% FINE COTTON
C8374 Blue Fairy Edith Bouquets

C8375 Cream Fairy Edith String Lights

C8376 Aqua Fairy Edith Lattice

C8377 Coral Fairy Edith Dots
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Fairy Edith
by Amanda Castor of Material Girl Quilts
**Fairy Garden** by Amanda Castor

**Quilt Size** 60” x 60”

**Fabric Requirements**

- 1/4 Yard C8371 Gray Fairy Dust
- 1/4 Yard SC8371 Blue Fairy Dust
- 1/4 Yard C8372 Blue Wildflowers
- 1/4 Yard C8372 Gray Wildflowers
- 1/4 Yard C8372 Aqua Wildflowers
- 1/4 Yard C8373 Coral Pixie Wreaths
- 1/4 Yard C8373 Blue Pixie Wreaths
- 1/4 Yard C8374 Gray Bouquet
- 1/4 Yard C8374 Blue Bouquet
- 1/4 Yard SC8375 Blue String Lights
- 1/4 Yard C8376 Coral Lattice
- 1/4 Yard C8376 Green Lattice
- 1/4 Yard C8376 Aqua Lattice
- 1/2 Yard C8376 Coral Pixie Wreaths
- 1/2 Yard C8377 Green Dots
- 3 Yards C120 Riley White

Pre-order the Fairy Garden Quilt Pattern
**Fabric Requirements**

**Heading South by Amanda Castor**

- 1/2 Yard C8371 Gray Fairy Dust
- 3 1/2 Yards SC8371 Blue Fairy Dust
- 1/2 Yard C8372 Aqua Wildflowers
- 1/2 Yard C8375 Gray String Lights
- 1/2 Yard C8376 Coral Lattice
- 1/2 Yard C8377 Green Dots

Order the Heading South Quilt Pattern

**Seeing Stars by Amanda Castor**

- 18 Fat Quarters of Assorted Fairy Edith Prints
- 4 1/4 Yards C8377 Cream Dots

Pre-order the Seeing Stars Quilt Pattern
About the Line

One of the most magical creatures I’ve known was my great-grandmother, Fairy Edith Miller. Her name alone set her apart from the crowd, but the childlike wonder that she carried until her last day is what made her so special. Some of my fondest memories from childhood are a result of spending time with her in the summers. From learning how to climb a tree in her backyard, feeding the ducks at the reservoir and watching her slide down the curly slide at the park. Another favorite memory is stopping along the road to pick wildflowers and Queen Anne’s Lace that we would place in vases with water and food coloring, then be amazed as the tiny flowers started to change colors. And every time I smell a lilac, I am instantly taken back to her back yard, filled with gorgeous, sweet smelling blossoms in the Spring. On top of all of this, she also holds my first memories of quilting. Her tiny, perfect hand stitches still amaze me to this day. This collection is my tribute to her in hopes to capture and pass down her magic for generations to come.